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Abstract   
The UV-induced photodissociation dynamics of iodomethane (CH3I) in its A-band are 

investigated by time-resolved coincident ion momentum imaging using strong-field ionization as 

a probe. The delay-dependent kinetic energy distribution of the photofragments resulting from 

double ionization of the molecule maps the cleavage of the carbon-iodine bond and shows how 

the existence of a potential well in the di-cationic potential energy surfaces shapes the observed 

distribution at small pump-probe delays. Furthermore, the competition between single- and 

multi-photon excitation and ionization of the molecule is studied as a function of the intensity of 

the UV-pump laser pulse. Two-photon excitation to Rydberg states is identified by tracking the 

transformation of the delay-dependent singly-charged iodomethane yield from a pure Gaussian 

distribution at low intensity to a Gaussian with an exponentially decaying tail at higher 

intensities. Dissociative ionization induced by absorption of three UV photons is resolved as an 

additional delay-dependent feature in the kinetic energy of the fragment ions detected in 

coincidence. 

Keywords: UV-induced photodissociation, strong-field ionization, Coulomb explosion imaging, 

coincident ion momentum imaging, femtosecond dynamics
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1. Introduction

For many decades, iodomethane (CH3I) has served as one of the most popular model 

systems for studying light-induced dynamics of polyatomic molecules [1-50]. The reasons that 

make it particularly attractive include its importance in environmental science [51, 52], its 

relative simplicity (and, thus, accessibility for theory), the availability of extensive sets of 

spectroscopic data [4, 5, 13, 53, 54], and the rich variety of photochemical phenomena that are 

observed in this molecule. In particular, CH3I photodissociation in its lowest-lying excited states, 

known as the A-band, represents a prominent example of a rather simple system passing through 

a conical intersection (CI) between two potential energy surfaces (PES) [29, 42, 48]. The A-band 

of iodomethane results from the excitation of a non-bonding 5p valence electron of the iodine 

atom to the lowest anti-bonding molecular orbital. This absorption band, centered at 260 nm, 

comprises three dipole-allowed transitions to low-lying excited states, which, following Mulliken 

notation [53], are labeled as 1Q1, 3Q0, and 3Q1. The photoabsorption cross section is dominated 

by a parallel transition to the 3Q0 state, resulting in C-I bond cleavage and the dissociation of the 

neutral molecule into the ground-state CH3 radical and spin-orbit excited iodine atom I*(2P1/2) [3, 

11, 12, 17, 53]. During the dissociation, a fraction of the excited-state population is transferred to 

the 1Q1 state via a non-adiabatic crossing between the 3Q0 and 1Q1, producing a CH3 radical and a 

ground-state iodine atom I(2P3/2), as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The branching ratio between I*(2P1/2) 

and I(2P3/2) depends on the exact excitation wavelength and has been reported to be 0.70 and 

0.81 for 266 and 248 nm, respectively [3,11]. Close to the maximum of the A-band absorption 

cross section, the direct transitions to the 1Q1 and 3Q1 states are perpendicular and weaker, 

contributing less than 2% to the total absorption spectrum [11]. However, recent measurements 

show that different dynamics occur on the red and blue sides of the absorption band, most likely 

due to changes in the excitation cross sections of the accessible 3Q0 and 1Q1 states [20, 21, 43, 

44, 47].

Despite decades of studies, the photodissociation of CH3I continues to attract 

experimental and theoretical attention as a prototype for both naturally occurring [29, 42, 48] and 

light-induced [26, 42] conical intersections. Some of the more recent experimental studies 

include various time-domain measurement schemes such as transient absorption [29, 31, 48], 

time-resolved photoelectron [40, 43, 44, 47] and photoion [37, 40] spectroscopy, as well as (non-
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coincident) Coulomb explosion imaging (CEI) [38, 39, 42]. In particular, a combined 

experimental and theoretical study [42], which employed intense near-infrared (NIR) probe 

pulses and velocity map imaging for ion 

detection, focused on potential 

advantages of the CEI approach for 

direct imaging of the nuclear molecular 

wave packet in the vicinity of a conical 

intersection, and on the role of the 

potential minimum of the di-cationic 

PES in the formation of the CEI 

patterns. In the present work, we show 

that coincident CEI combined with an 

improved time resolution (<45 fs vs 180 

fs in Ref. [42]) can bring additional 

insights into the A-band 

photodissociation dynamics of CH3I. 

Figure 1: UV-excitation and NIR-

ionization schemes on the relevant 

electronic states of CH3I (neutral and ionic 

PECs adapted from Refs. [14, 23, 24, 35]). 

For reference, the purely Coulombic di-

cationic potential is shown as a black dotted 

line. (a) Single-UV-photon excitation into 

the CH3I A-band followed by NIR multi-

photon ionization to various mono-cationic 

or di-cationic states. (b) Two-UV-photon 

excitation to CH3I Rydberg states by either 

a direct transition or through intermediate 

neutral excited states (possibly with some 
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dynamics on the intermediate state, as indicated by the dotted blue arrow) followed by NIR multi-photon 

ionization. (c) Three-UV-photon ionization followed by NIR multi-photon ionization.

More specifically, this paper has three primary objectives. First, we focus on mapping the 

A-band dissociation via double ionization by a 25-fs, 800-nm NIR-probe pulse and coincident 

detection of the resulting CH3
+ and I+ fragments. Here, we observe a direct signature of the 

potential well in the di-cationic PES near the Franck-Condon region predicted by Corrales et al. 

[42]. Second, by analyzing the delay-dependent yields and kinetic energies (KE) of the reaction 

products at different intensities of the UV-pump pulse, we identify the dynamics driven by the 

absorption of one, two, and three UV photons. Such separation of single- or multi-photon-

induced reaction pathways often plays an important role in the interpretation of time-resolved 

photochemistry experiments [18, 45]. Third, by analyzing the delay-dependent data for low-

energy I+ and CH3
+ ions produced with a neutral partner, we discuss the possible influence of 

light-induced conical intersections [26] on the outcome of such UV-pump – NIR-probe 

measurements at short delays. 

2. Experimental methods

A schematic of the optical setup, described in more detail in a previous publication [55], 

and the coincidence ion momentum imaging system is shown in Fig. 2(a). Briefly, the 

experiments utilize a Ti:Sapphire chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) laser system providing 

femtosecond near-infrared (NIR) laser pulses at a repetition rate of 10 kHz. The laser produces 

23-fs [full width at half maximum (FWHM) in intensity] laser pulses with a central wavelength 

of 790 nm and pulse energy of up to 1.8 mJ. The linearly polarized output of the laser is split into 

two arms by an 80:20 beam splitter. The smaller fraction of the beam remains at the fundamental 

wavelength and is used as the probe pulse for strong-field ionization. The dominant fraction is 

frequency tripled using a pair of beta-barium-borate (β-BBO) crystals (150-m and 20-m thick, 

respectively) to generate the UV-pump pulse with a central wavelength of 263 nm, 7 nm 

bandwidth (FWHM in intensity), and up to 16 μJ pulse energy. A home-built calcium fluoride 

double-pass prism compressor [55] is used to compensate for the dispersion caused by 

transmissive optical elements in the beam path, which would otherwise lead to significant 

temporal broadening due to the large bandwidth associated with the pump pulse. The pump pulse 

is characterized by spectrally-resolved cross-correlation measurements with the NIR-probe 
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pulses using difference frequency generation (DFG). The DFG measurements show that the UV 

pulse is compressed to approximately 38 fs (FWHM) [55], based on independent frequency-

resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement of the NIR pulse duration, which yields 23 fs 

(FWHM). A computer-controlled delay stage in the probe-beam path provides a variable time-

delay between the two pulses that is scanned from -300 to 3000 fs with a step size of 10 fs.

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The 263-nm and the 790-nm laser beams are 

collinearly propagated and focused into a supersonic beam of CH3I molecules at the center of a COLd 

Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectrometer (COLTRIMS). Ions were detected with a time- and position-

sensitive detector. The electron side of the spectrometer was not used in this experiment. BS: 80:20 Beam 

Splitter, BBO: beta Barium Borate crystal, Cal: Calcite, DWP: Dual Wave Plate, PPC: Prism-Pair 

Compressor, P1: Prism #1, P2: Prism #2, FM: Focusing Mirror. τ is the variable time delay between pump 
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and probe pulses. (b) Delay-integrated ion time-of-flight spectrum and (c) delay-integrated PIPICO 

spectrum.  The inset shows a zoomed view of the region containing the CH3
+ + I+ coincidences.

The UV-pump and NIR-probe beams are recombined outside the vacuum chamber 

containing a COLd Target Recoil-Ion Momentum Spectrometer (COLTRIMS) [56, 57, 58, 59]. 

An in-vacuum spherical concave mirror (f = 75 mm) focuses the copropagating laser beams onto 

a supersonic molecular beam at the center of the spectrometer. The molecular beam is produced 

by expanding the target gas into the vacuum system through a flat 30-μm diameter nozzle. Two 

skimmers and an adjustable slit provide collimation of the molecular beam before it reaches the 

spectrometer’s interaction region. Ionic reaction products of the laser–molecule interaction are 

guided onto a time- and position-sensitive microchannel plate detector (equipped with a delay-

line anode) by a weak electric field, 69.2 V/cm, applied parallel the spectrometer axis, which is 

also parallel to the laser polarization axis. Typical examples of TOF and photoion-photoion 

coincidence (PIPICO) spectra obtained in this pump-probe experiment are shown in Fig. 2(b) 

and Fig. 2(c), respectively. In the subsequent analysis, the ions’ momenta are calculated from the 

time-of-flight (TOF) and impact position on the detectors [59]. The momentum conversion is 

verified using the well-known kinetic energy spectrum of H+ fragments of H2 produced by 

strong-field ionization [60]. False coincidence events, i.e., ion pairs originating from different 

molecules, are suppressed by imposing momentum conservation such that further subtraction of 

false coincidences is not necessary. 

The NIR pulse intensity is calibrated by measuring the recoil-momentum distribution of 

Ne+ ions emitted along the laser polarization following the method described in Ref. [61]. The 

longitudinal Ne+ momentum distribution displays a sharp kink that mirrors a similar kink in the 

photoelectron spectrum of Ne at a KE of 2Up, where Up is the average quiver energy of a free 

electron. This structure represents the transition from direct to re-scattered electrons [61]. The 

UV pulse intensity is estimated using Gaussian beam optics for the beam parameters and 

focusing geometry used in this experiment. For most of the data shown here, a NIR laser pulse 

energy of 6 μJ corresponding to a peak intensity of 2.8×1014 W/cm2 and a UV pulse energy of 

0.6 μJ corresponding to a peak intensity of 1.5×1013 W/cm2 are used unless noted otherwise. At 

these conditions, the ion count rate from the NIR pulses alone is 4 kHz, with an almost negligible 

additional contribution from the UV pulses. The temporal overlap (“time zero”) and the 

instrument response function of the UV-pump – NIR-probe setup were determined in-situ by 
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evaluating the time-dependent Ar+ yield stemming from the two-color (UV+NIR) ionization of 

Ar. 

3. Results and Discussion

One of the main goals of this work is to visualize the dynamics following the absorption 

of a single UV photon employing (time-resolved) Coulomb explosion imaging [27, 32 38, 39, 

42, 41, 62-73] combined with coincident ion detection. However, at the UV-pump-pulse 

intensities of up to 3×1013 W/cm2 used here, contributions from competing processes resulting 

from the absorption of two or three UV photons cannot be neglected and, therefore, need to be 

identified and disentangled. We probe the dynamics triggered by the UV-pump pulse by tracing 

delay-dependent yields and kinetic energies of the fragments produced by the intense NIR-probe 

pulse, restricting ourselves at present to the analysis of the final products originating from singly- 

or doubly-charged states of the CH3I molecule. 

The one-, two-, and three-photon excitation scenarios in our pump-probe experiment 

along with a set of one-dimensional cuts through the relevant PES along the C-I internuclear 

distance (henceforth referred to as potential energy curves (PEC) for simplicity) are illustrated in 

Fig. 1. These scenarios can be classified into three groups:

(1) A-band dissociation: Under our experimental conditions, single-photon 

excitation to the A-band of CH3I is the dominant process induced by the pump pulse. It results in 

a rapid C-I bond cleavage, which leads to neutral CH3 and I fragments, as described in the 

Introduction. A subsequent NIR-probe pulse singly or multiply ionizes the dissociating molecule, 

as sketched in Fig. 1(a) and discussed in detail in sections 3.1 and 3.4.

(2) Rydberg-state excitation: Absorption of two UV photons can excite CH3I to 

high-lying Rydberg states, slightly below its ionization threshold, which is 9.54 eV [4]. Fig. 1(b) 

shows a schematic representation of the energy levels involved in such transitions. The two UV-

photons can be absorbed simultaneously or sequentially within the duration of the pump-pulse. 

In the latter case, the first UV photon excites the molecule to the dissociative A-band manifold, 

and the molecule absorbs the second photon at somewhat larger C-I separation. The NIR-probe 
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pulse then ionizes the molecule to one of the bound or dissociating mono-cationic or di-cationic 

states. Signatures of this process are discussed in section 3.5.

(3) Three-photon dissociative ionization: At high UV intensities, another possible 

scenario is three-photon ionization by the pump pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 1(e). This process 

could either occur as a direct, “vertical” ionization or could involve some intermediate dynamics, 

in the A-band or in one of the high-lying Rydberg states, between the individual absorption steps, 

similar to scenarios (1) and (2) above. For visual clarity, only the direct ionization pathway is 

shown in Fig. 1(e). The ensuing dynamics can be probed by further excitation or ionization 

induced by the NIR-probe pulse, as described in section 3.3.

Figure 3: (a) CH3
+ + I+ coincidence yield as a function of pump-probe delay and KER. Negative and 

positive delays correspond to the NIR pulse arriving before and after the UV pulse, respectively. (b) 

Projections of the yield in the delay range of 2.5 to 3 ps (blue) and -500 to -100 fs (orange) onto the KER 

axis. The low-KER range of the projection is also shown on a logarithmic scale as an inset to highlight 

the weak contribution from dissociative ionization by the pump pulse. The three peaks in the inset are 

labeled according to their respective dissociation pathways, as discussed in detail in the text.

3.1 Coulomb explosion imaging of UV-induced dissociation dynamics 

We start the discussion of our pump-probe experiment by analyzing spectra of coincident CH3
+ 

and I+ ion pairs resulting from molecules that are doubly charged after the probe pulse. In Fig. 3, 

the yield of the CH3
+ + I+ channel is plotted as a function of UV-pump – NIR-probe delay and 
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kinetic energy release (KER). The plot is dominated by two delay-independent horizontal bands 

centered at 4.4 and 5.2 eV. These bands mainly originate from molecules undergoing double 

ionization and fragmentation by the probe pulse alone, with minor contributions from molecules 

which were excited by the pump pulse but remained bound. The central KER values of these 

bands match the results obtained in experiments with a single NIR pulse [24] as well as earlier 

UV-NIR [39] and NIR-NIR [41] pump-probe experiments. According to 1D wave packet and 

SA-CASSCF calculations reported by Corrales et al. [24], the broad KER peak centered at 5.2 

eV arises from several di-cationic states correlated with I+(3P2, 1, 0, 1D2) and CH3
+ in its ground 

electronic state, while the peak at 4.4 eV is correlated with I+(1D2) and ground-state CH3
+.   

Alongside the two delay-independent bands, we observe three delay-dependent features, 

which emerge from the high-energy band around zero delay and whose KER decreases as the 

delay increases. This decrease in KER as a function of delay is typical for the Coulomb 

explosion (CE) of a dissociating molecule since the resulting Coulomb repulsion is smaller the 

further the (neutral) dissociation products are apart by the time they are ionized by the probe 

pulse [42, 39]. Based on the asymptotic dissociation energies reported in literature [12], the two 

dominant channels are assigned to scenario 1 (i.e., CE of the ionized CH3 and I or I* neutral 

fragments produced via A-band dissociation) in accordance with previous assignments [42, 39]. 

The weak delay-dependent channel observed at the lowest KER is attributed to scenario 3, i.e., 

three-photon dissociative ionization of CH3I by the pump pulse. Detailed analysis of this channel 

is reported in Section 3.3, where the influence of multi-photon excitation processes, by the pump 

pulse, on the observed dynamics is discussed. 

3.2 Two-color single ionization and the role of light-induced conical intersections

The same features discussed for Fig. 3 are also observed in the delay-dependent KER 

spectrum derived from CH3
+ fragments alone, which are shown in Fig. 4(a). In addition to the 

events included in Fig. 3, this graph also contains events where the CH3
+ fragment is produced 

with either a neutral partner or with a charged fragment other than I+. All the low-KE CH3
+ ions 

in Fig. 4(a) that are absent in the coincident data of Fig. 3 result from the breakup of singly 

charged CH3I+ molecules. Most of these dissociative single-ionization events are induced by 

either UV or NIR pulses alone (for our experimental conditions, their yield is dominated by the 

latter), and they show up as a delay-independent feature with a KER peaking near 0 eV. 
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However, there is also a clear delay-dependent feature superimposed on this delay-independent 

single-pulse “background”. As seen in the projection onto the KER axis in Fig. 4(b), this feature, 

which only appears when the UV pulse precedes the NIR pulse (i.e., at positive delay values), is 

mostly concentrated in two peaks centered at ~1.37 eV and ~2.25 eV. These peaks are consistent 

with the expected KERs of 
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Figure 4: (a) Delay-dependent KER derived from all detected CH3
+ ions (i.e., KER calculated from the 

CH3
+ ions’ KE by invoking momentum conservation with an iodine co-fragment). (b) Projection of the 

ion yield onto the KER axis in the delay range of 2.5 to 3 ps (black) and -300 to -100 fs (red). (c) Zoom-in 

on the low-KER region for delays between -200 and 500 fs. (d) Projection of the ion yield within the 

zoomed-in region in panel (c) onto the delay axis. (e) and (f) are the same as (c) and (d), respectively, but 

for all detected I+ ions (with the KER calculated assuming a methyl co-fragment).
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the CH3 + I* and CH3 + I dissociation channels, respectively, reported, e.g., in earlier pump-

probe experiments that did not use coincident detection [39, 42]. The corresponding ions are 

generated if the NIR-probe pulse arrives when the neutral molecule is already fully dissociated 

(i.e., at internuclear distances where the neutral PECs are flat) and therefore appear as two 

mostly horizontal bands in Fig. 4(a).

However, there is an additional enhancement of low-KE CH3
+ and I+ ions near zero 

delay, which can best be seen in the zoomed-in view of the low-KER region shown in Fig. 4(c) 

for CH3
+ and in Fig. 4(e) for I+ fragments, as well as the corresponding projections onto the delay 

axis in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(f). Although an overall enhancement of the ionization yield at zero 

delay, driven by the simultaneous presence of both pump and probe pulses can be expected and 

is a common feature in pump-probe experiments [39, 18, 74], the low-KE ion yield displays a 

pronounced maximum at a delay of 75 fs for CH3
+ and 35 fs for I+. Moreover, Fig. 4(c) exhibits a 

feature starting from zero KE at zero delay and reaching a maximum yield at a KE of 1.25 eV at 

75 fs. A similar feature was already observed in earlier pump-probe experiments by Corrales et 

al. [26, 42], where it was attributed to the creation of a light-induced conical intersection (LICI) 

in the neutral CH3I by a moderately intense NIR pulse. Indeed, the 3Q0 excited state is separated 

from the ground state by exactly one 780-nm photon at an internuclear distance of ~5.4 to 5.5 

a.u., which, in the presence of the NIR pulse, results in the creation of a LICI. When crossing 

such a LICI, part of the wave packet, for which the KE acquired while evolving on the excited 

state is sufficient to overcome the remaining binding energy, can proceed to dissociation on the 

up-shifted ground state. This leads to the production of a CH3 + I (2P3/2) fragment pair. However, 

because of the potential well in the CH3I ground state, the KEs of the fragments produced via the 

LICI are lower than the asymptotic KEs for dissociation on the excited states. Qualitatively, the 

KER of the LICI channel and, thus, the KE of the resulting individual fragments can be expected 

to vary, ranging from 0 eV when the wave packet has just enough energy to overcome the 

binding energy, to the full energy of 1.37 eV corresponding to undisturbed dissociation on the 

excited state. This expected change of the KER as a function of delay is consistent with the tilted 

feature in Fig. 4(c). We note that the experiment reported by Corrales et al. in Ref. [26] 

employed a dedicated “control” NIR pulse with variable parameters to induce the LICI and a 

separate probe pulse at a large delay. In contrast, the single NIR pulse in our experiment both 

reshapes the PES to create the LICI and probes the dissociating fragments via ionization. Since 
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the intensity of our NIR pulse is relatively high (2.8 × 1014 W/cm2) and since the LICI formation 

requires only one NIR photon, the effective time window where LICI formation is possible is 

much longer than the 23-fs (FWHM) duration of the NIR pulse. Therefore, the observed increase 

of the yield up to a delay of ~75 fs is consistent with the LICI explanation. We also note that in 

the other experiment by Corrales et al. [42], where the configuration was similar to the present 

study but both pulses were significantly longer, a tilted low-energy feature with a very similar 

shape was observed at delays up to ~100 fs.

While the above interpretation based on the LICI picture gives a reasonable explanation 

for the KE and the temporal dependence of the low-KE CH3
+ feature, it does not directly account 

for different positions of the yield maxima in the delay-dependent CH3
+ and I+ features, which 

are clearly observed when comparing the projections in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(f). A similar effect 

was also observed in an earlier UV-NIR pump-probe experiment by Durá et al. [18], where the 

authors considered and ruled out pure ionic- or Rydberg-state dynamics as potential scenarios 

behind their observations. Instead, they focused on the pathways involving the initial one-photon 

excitation in the A-band, followed by the absorption of additional UV photon(s) later in the pump 

pulse. In this scenario, the first UV-photon absorption initiates dissociation on the A-band and 

launches a wave packet on the repulsive excited-state manifold. While the wave packet is 

accelerated on these PECs before the probe pulse arrives, it can absorb further UV photon(s), 

e.g., from the trailing edge of the pump pulse. As sketched in Fig. 1(b), the absorption of one 

additional UV photon populates one of the high-lying Rydberg states slightly below the 

ionization threshold, which can be coupled to the ground ( ) or to the first excited (Ã) ionic 𝑋

states by simultaneous or subsequent absorption of one or a few NIR photons. If the wave packet 

moving along the neutral PECs has already gained enough energy, it can escape the 

corresponding ionic potential well, thus resulting in the production of CH3
+ or I+ ions. Since the 

asymptotic limit for the production of I+ is ~0.6 eV higher than for CH3
+ [35, 41], the range of 

internuclear separations where the I+ + CH3 dissociation channel remains accessible with two 

UV and three NIR photons is smaller than for I + CH3
+, which could cause an earlier peak of the 

delay-dependent I+ yield in Fig. 4(f). In principle, the UV-intensity dependence of the ion yield 

in the regions of interest should allow the distinction between processes driven by one- or two-

UV-photon absorption. However, this did not yield a definitive answer within the range of UV 

intensities available in the experiment.  Based on the present data, we therefore cannot prove or 
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rule out either one of the two mechanisms outlined above, and it is likely that the yield at low 

KER contains contributions from both.
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Figure 5: Delay-dependent KER of the CH3
+ + I+ channel at different UV intensities: (a) 1 × 1013 W/cm2, 

(b) 2 × 1013 W/cm2, and (c) 3 × 1013 W/cm2. The NIR peak intensity is kept constant at 5 × 1014 W/cm2 for 

all three cases, and all other experimental parameters are kept constant as well.  
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3.3 Three-photon dissociative ionization

Our discussion in Section 3.1 mentioned the presence of a weak band at a lower KER than the 

more intense descending KER feature in Fig. 3, and we tentatively assigned this weak feature to 

dissociative ionization induced by three-UV-photon absorption in the pump pulse. This process, 

referred to as scenario (3), is sketched in Fig. 1(c). The weak band can be observed in Fig. 3 

starting from ~200 fs and reaching a KER value of ~1.3 eV at the largest delay. In the projection 

onto the KER axis in Fig, 3(b), this weak feature is more visible in a logarithmic-scale 

representation shown as an inset. To corroborate the assignment to three-photon dissociative 

ionization, we first verified that the UV pulse alone does indeed produce some measurable 

dissociative ionization yield, most notably CH3
+ and I+ production. Next, we investigate in Fig. 5 

the dependence of the yield of this feature on the pump laser intensity to verify the non-linear 

dependence of the corresponding yield on the UV intensity. Figure 5 presents the delay-

dependent KER for the CH3
+ + I+ channel similar to Fig. 3 but measured with three different UV-

pump-pulse intensities at a fixed NIR-probe-pulse intensity. Figure 6 shows the projections of 

the delay-dependent maps, shown in Fig. 5, onto the KER axis for the delay range from 2.5 to 3 

ps. The data are normalized to the maximum of the peak near ~1.5 eV, which is due to single UV 

photoabsorption, and thus is expected to scale linearly with UV intensity. As expected, the 

second single-photon channel at ~2.3 eV has the identical intensity dependence. At the same 

time, the low-KER feature between 0.5 and 1 eV clearly manifests a steeper, non-linear 

dependence on the UV pulse 

intensity, confirming that it 

originates from a multi-photon 

process. 

Figure 6: Projections of the CH3
+ + I+ 

coincidence yield shown in Fig. 5, 

integrated over the delay range from 

2.5 to 3 ps, onto the KER axis for the 

three UV intensities. The maximum of 
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each spectrum is normalized to one. Note that the small peak close to zero is due to remaining false 

coincidences.

At a central wavelength of 263 nm, absorption of three UV photons deposits a total 

energy of 14.1 eV in the molecule, which is well above the asymptotic dissociation limits for 

several low-lying dissociating states of CH3I+, as shown in Fig. 1(c). However, while this energy 

is sufficient to populate the high-lying vibrational levels of the Ã state of CH3I+, it is insufficient 

to directly reach any of the higher-lying repulsive ionic  states by a vertical transition. Although B

it is known that the CH3I+ Ã-state’s vibrational levels above υ = 10 dissociate by internal 

conversion to the  state (converging to the asymptotic CH3
+ + I (2P3/2) limit), this process 𝑋

proceeds on a time scale of nanoseconds [75, 76]. Therefore, the Ã state remains bound on the 

few-ps time scale of our experiment. Ionization to the Ã state also does not produce I+ ions, 

which are clearly present in our UV-only spectra. Therefore, our experimental observations 

suggest that the three-photon dissociative ionization by the UV-pump pulse proceeds via the 

direct population of one of the 

repulsive ionic states. In a “vertical ionization” scenario, this could be realized by absorbing 

more energetic UV photons from the blue spectral edge of the UV pulse. However, more likely, 

such a transition is facilitated by intermediate dynamics upon the absorption of the first one or 

two UV photons, which in turn reduces the energy needed for ionization due to stretching of the 

C–I bond. A CE simulation confirming the assignment of this feature in the delay-dependent 

KER maps is presented in the next section.

3.4 Coulomb explosion simulations 

To simulate the pump-probe experiments described here, the KER of an ion pair 

produced by the probe pulse at a time delay, t, between the pump and the probe pulses is 

calculated as the sum of the translational energy, Etrans, that both fragments gained during the 

photodissociation induced by the pump pulse, and the energy of the Coulomb repulsion, ECE, 

between the two ions following double ionization:

 .𝐊𝐄𝐑(𝒕) = 𝑬𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐬(𝒕) + 𝑬𝐂𝐄(𝒕) (1)

Assuming a purely Coulombic di-cationic PEC, the value of  can be calculated using the 𝐸CE

Coulomb energy of two point charges separated by the C-I internuclear distance, R, at time t. 
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Etrans can be determined from the PECs of the 3Q0 and 1Q1 electronic states underlying the CH3I 

A-band taken from Alekseyev et al. [14]. From those, the relative velocity, , of the 𝑣(𝑅)

dissociated fragments can also be computed via a one-dimensional classical model assuming 

zero initial velocity:

 .𝑣(𝑅) = 2
𝑈(𝑅0) ― 𝑈(𝑅)

𝜇 (2)

Here, R0 is the equilibrium internuclear distance (2.18 Å), U(R) is the potential 

energy of the excited state, and μ is the reduced mass for the CH3–I two-body system. 

The time-dependent changes in the C-I internuclear distance, R(t), during the 

dissociation can then be obtained by solving the equation:

 .𝑡 =  ∫𝑅(𝑡)
𝑅0

𝑑𝑅
2
𝜇[𝑈(𝑅(𝑡)) ― 𝑈(𝑅0)]

(3)

Based on the known photoabsorption cross sections [13], we make the simplifying 

assumption that the photoexcitation at 263 nm exclusively populates the 3Q0 state and that the 
1Q1 state is populated only through a transition enabled by the conical intersection between the 

two excited states. To simulate the dynamics on the 1Q1 state, we therefore calculate the 

propagation time of the classical two-body system on the 3Q0 state to reach the conical 

intersection at a C-I distance of 2.37 Å (which is found to be approximately 9.17 fs), and then 

proceed with the propagation using the 1Q1 state PEC. The resulting time-dependent velocities 

and internuclear distances for the dynamics evolving on the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states are presented in 

Fig. 7. They display the expected monotonic increase in C-I internuclear distance and illustrate 

how the velocity increases from zero to an asymptotic value within approximately 50 fs, 

corresponding to a distance 
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Figure 7: Time-dependence of the (a) relative CH3–I velocity and (b) C-I internuclear distance 

determined for the dissociative PECs of the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states reported by Alekseyev et al. [14]. The 

steeper slope of the 1Q1 state results in a larger acceleration and thus a higher final velocity.

of about 10 Å. Variations in the final velocities associated with the shape of the 3Q0 and 1Q1 

states are also apparent, where the steeper gradients on the 1Q1 PEC result in a higher final 

velocity. To test how sensitive the simulations are to the detailed shape of the PEC, a comparison 

of these results with the predictions of two simplified models often used in literature, which 

either assume that the dissociating fragments travel with constant velocities [27, 32, 38, 39] or 

that the velocity rises exponentially towards its asymptotic value [74], is shown in the ESI.

The simulated KER for dissociation along both the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states is presented in Fig. 

8(a) along with the experimental data. The simulations agree with the experimental KERs at 

large delays (or internuclear distances), but a discernible mismatch is observed within the first 

~100 fs, where the KER is clearly overestimated by the model calculations. This mismatch 

highlights the fact that the simplified treatment of the di-cationic PECs as purely Coulombic is 

not appropriate for small internuclear distances (see Fig. 1). This is to be expected (see, e.g., 

Schouder et al. [77]) and also supported by the calculations reported by Corrales et al. [24], 

which even predict the existence of potential barriers in the Franck-Condon region for various 

PECs associated with low-lying electronic states of CH3I2+ correlating with the CH3
+ + I+ 
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asymptote. We therefore improve our model by utilizing the di-cationic PECs reported by 

Corrales et al. [24], which modifies Equation (1) to: 

KER(𝑡) = 𝐸trans(𝑡) + 𝐸CE(𝑡) + 𝐸𝑐orr(𝑅(𝑡)) =
1
2𝑣2(𝑡) +

𝑘𝑞CH3𝑞𝐼

𝑅(𝑡) + 𝐸𝑐orr(𝑅(𝑡)) , (4)

where v(t) is the time-dependent relative velocity, k is the Coulomb constant, qCH3 and qI are the 

charges on the methyl and iodine fragments, and R is the time-dependent C-I distance. Ecorr is a 

correction term accounting for deviations from a purely Coulombic interaction on the di-cation 

PECs taken from Corrales et al. [24]. The resulting simulated KER is presented in Fig. 8(b) and 

shows a much better agreement with the experimental observations. In particular, the simulations 

show an initial increase of the KER at small delays, which results from the shape of the potential 

well in the di-cationic PECs. Clearly, the significantly improved time resolution of our 

experiment compared to previous studies [18, 24, 42] is beneficial for resolving this 

experimental signature of the CH3I2+ potential well, which is visible in the first hundred 

femtoseconds, as highlighted in the inset in Fig. 8(b).
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Coulomb explosion simulations for both the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states with the 

experimental delay-dependent KER of the CH3
+ + I+ channel. The experimental data is the same as shown 

in Fig. 3. (a) Simulations assuming a purely Coulombic di-cationic final state. (b) Simulations using the 

di-cationic PECs from Corrales et al. [24]. The specific di-cationic PEC correlated with different I+ states 

used for each simulation are indicated in the figure. In both (a) and (b), the dissociation dynamics on the 
3Q0 and 1Q1 states are modeled using the PECs from Alekseyev et al. [14]. For better visibility, the inset in 

(b) shows the region near zero delay without the model curves.
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We note that because of the potential well, dissociation and CE at small pump-probe 

delays are classically allowed only if the KE of the two-body system (e.g., gained on the neutral 

dissociative PEC) is greater than the height of the potential barrier, otherwise the molecule 

remains bound and will be detected as a metastable CH3I2+. Our calculations show that the 

system needs to propagate for approximately 13 fs, or ~ 0.3 Å, on the neutral PEC, to gain the 

required energy to overcome the potential barrier in the lowest di-cationic state. Indeed, the 

delay-dependent yield of CH3I2+ (see Fig. S3 in the ESI) shows a small enhancement when the 

pump and probe pulses overlap in time, but the temporal resolution is not sufficient to extract 

further information. 

Figure 9: Comparison of the experimental delay-dependent KER of the CH3
++I+ channel shown in Fig. 3 

with Coulomb explosion simulations assuming excitation by the pump pulse to the 3Q0 or 1Q1 states or to 

a dissociative mono-cationic state, followed by ionization by the probe pulse to the di-cationic CH3
++I+ 

(3P2) state. For modeling the dynamics on the neutral excited states, the PECs from Alekseyev et al. [14] 

were used, while the dynamics on the dissociative mono-cationic state were modeled using an 

exponentially rising dissociation velocity (see text). The di-cationic final state was modeled using the 

PEC for the CH3
++I+ (3P2) state from Corrales et al. [24].

Finally, we also performed CE modeling for the dissociative ionization channel that 

appeared as the lowest time-dependent KER feature in Fig. 3. Since the exact mono-cationic 
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PEC involved in this process is unknown, we simulate the dynamics in the mono-cation using an 

exponentially rising dissociation velocity together with an asymptotic KER value of 0.4 eV 

obtained from the experimental data measured at large delays. To simulate the Coulomb 

explosion, we employ the lowest di-cationic PEC, CH3
+ + I+ (3P2). The results are in good match 

with the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 9.

3.5 Two-photon Rydberg-state excitation

The dynamics induced by excitation to Rydberg states of CH3I have been investigated 

experimentally [10, 19, 23, 30, 45, 46] and theoretically [22]. Excitation of low-lying Rydberg 

states at wavelengths near 200 nm corresponds to a transition to bound states followed by 

predissociation through crossings between the bound Rydberg states (3R0,1,2, 1R) and the steep 

repulsive components of the 3A1 valence state, which converges to the same atomic limit as the 
3Q0 dissociative state, i.e., CH3 + I*(2P1/2) [22]. Excitation to the manifold’s higher-lying states 

right below the ionization threshold yields atomic iodine Rydberg states [8] and ground-state 

methyl fragments. 

When using a femtosecond laser pulse to excite CH3I to the A-band by one-photon 

absorption, it can be difficult to avoid populating several higher-lying Rydberg states by two-

photon absorption processes, either directly or in a stepwise manner via the intermediate A-band. 

To investigate this competition between one-photon excitation to the A-band and multi-photon 

excitation by the pump pulse to the high-lying Rydberg states of CH3I, we turn to the intensity 

and delay dependence of the CH3I+ yield. Figure 10 presents the CH3I+ yield for the same set of 

pump-pulse intensities as in Sec. 3.3 and at a fixed NIR peak intensity of 5×1014 W/cm2.  This 

yield exhibits a pronounced enhancement when the UV and NIR pulses overlap in time, which is 

Gaussian in shape for the smallest pump intensity and becomes asymmetric at higher intensities 

with a pronounced tail, “exponential decay”, gradually developing at positive delays. The 

temporal profiles of this yield suggest that at the lowest UV intensity (1×1013 W/cm2), the 

enhancement is due to non-sequential two-color ionization of the molecule, which reflects the 

cross-correlation of the two pulses. As the intensity is increased from 1×1013 to 3×1013 W/cm2, 

an additional, exponential decay, contribution to the CH3I+ yield appears, which we interpret as a 

signature of Rydberg states that are populated by two UV-photon excitations, as sketched in Fig. 

1(b). 
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Figure 10: (a-d) Delay-dependent yield of CH3I+ for different UV intensities (indicated in each panel), 

with the maximum of each trace normalized to one. The intensity of the NIR probe pulse is kept constant 

at 5×1014 W/cm2. Least-square fits of the function given in Eq. 5 are shown as dashed red lines, while 

each of the components of this fit function (Gaussian: green; exponential: orange) are included as dotted 

lines. The fit parameters are given in Table 1.

Consequently, at small pump-probe delays where UV and NIR pulses overlap in time, 

there would be competition between the two processes: (1) single UV photoexcitation followed 

by the NIR vertical ionization in the Franck-Condon region, and (2) two-photon UV excitation to 

the Rydberg state series with subsequent single-photon ionization by the NIR. The resulting 

delay-dependent yield transforms from a Gaussian distribution at the lowest intensity in Fig. 

10(a), which is mainly due to the instrument response, to a Gaussian with an exponential-decay 

tail extending to longer delays at higher intensities. To characterize these two processes more 
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quantitatively, the time-dependent CH3I+ yield in Fig. 10 were fitted by the sum of a Gaussian 

function to describe process (1), which essentially mimics the cross-correlation between the two 

pulses; and an exponential-decay function (convolved with a Gaussian distribution of the same 

width to account for the instrument response function) to describe the contribution from 

intermediate Rydberg states with a finite lifetime, explicitly given by: 

.𝑦(𝑡) = Aⅇ
― (𝑡 ― 𝑡0

2𝜎 )2
+ B ⅇ

1
2(𝜎

𝜏)2
―  

 (𝑡 ― 𝑡0)
𝜏  [

1
2(𝑒𝑟𝑓 (

t ― t0
σ ―

σ
τ

2 ) + 1) + C (5)

Here, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, τ is the lifetime of the exponential 

decay, t0 accounts for a possible small offset from the nominal zero delay time, and a constant C 

is added to fit the baseline. The coefficients A and B represent the weighting factors of one-

photon excitation (Gaussian) and two-photon excitation (exponential decay), respectively. The 

results of the least-square fit of this function to the experimental data are shown in Fig. 10, and 

the corresponding fit parameters are summarized in Table 1. As expected, the fits indicate a 

significant increase of the contribution from two-photon excitation with increasing UV intensity 

and yield an average value of τ =335 fs, which can be interpreted as the average lifetime of the 

contributing Rydberg state(s). Given the central wavelength of our UV pulses, two-UV photon 

excitation with a total photon energy of 9.41 eV can reach high-lying Rydberg states with 10d, 

11d, and 12d character [7, 8, 13], which converge to the first ionization potential (2E3/2) at 9.540 

eV, and/or the 8s and 6d states converging to the second ionization potential (2E1/2) at 10.168 eV.

Table 1: Parameters extracted from fitting Eq. (5) to the time-dependent CH3I+ yield, shown in Fig. 10, 

for different UV intensities. A value of  = (32.6 ± 0.4) fs, representing the instrument response, was 

obtained from the fit to the lowest-intensity data and then used as a fixed parameter for fitting the data at 

higher intensity.

Intensity (W/cm2) A B τ (fs) t0 (fs)

1×1013 0.98 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.005 NA -2.5 ± 0.5

1.5×1013 0.830 ± 0.007 0.310 ± 0.005 339 ± 3 -3.9 ± 0.3

2×1013 0.785 ± 0.007 0.471 ± 0.005 336 ± 4 -4.1 ± 0.3

3×1013 0.55 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 330 ± 1 -8.1 ± 0.6
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4. Conclusion

We have studied the photodissociation dynamics of iodomethane using a UV-pump – 

NIR-probe scheme coupled with coincidence ion momentum imaging. Combining the analysis of 

coincident and non-coincident ion yields, we disentangled signatures of one-, two-, and three-

UV-photon processes induced by the pump pulse and mapped the main dissociation pathways 

using Coulomb explosion imaging. Classical Coulomb explosion simulations are in good 

agreement with the experimental data and help identify the experimental signature of the 

potential energy well in the lowest di-cation states near the CH3I equilibrium geometry. 

In addition to the well-known dissociation of the neutral CH3I molecule following single 

UV-photon excitation, two-photon excitation to high-lying Rydberg states with an average 

lifetime of 335 fs, and three-photon ionization to dissociative mono-cationic states were 

identified. The findings highlight the ability of time-resolved coincidence ion momentum 

imaging to disentangle competing molecular processes and reaction pathways on ultrafast 

timescales.
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